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IMMIGRANTS. DANCE. ARTS. DANCE MAKER DIRECTORY

Thank you for visiting the Immigrants. Dance. Arts. Dance Maker Directory. The directory aims to address a gap in visibility of and knowledge about dance workers making and performing dance by and with immigrant artists in the metropolitan New York City area. By centralizing listings of these artists on our website, which receives heavy traffic from the NYC dance community, and promoting the directory to dance community members and audiences throughout the five boroughs, Dance/NYC aims to increase awareness about immigrant artists.

Join the IDA Network to receive information on integrated dance activity in the New York City metropolitan area.

Calpulli Mexican Dance Company
Calpulli Mexican Dance Company’s mission is to celebrate the rich diversity of Mexican and Mexican-American cultural heritage.

Candace Thompson-Zachery - Dance Caribbean COLLECTIVE
Dance Caribbean COLLECTIVE, is an organization of dancers, choreographers and educators driven to facilitate Contemporary…

Dance to the People
Dance to the People is an open and itinerant collective that consists of dancers/movers and other collaborators (videographers,…

Gamelan Dharma Swara
...

Ladies of Hip-Hop Festival
MISSION Ladies of Hip Hop Festival (LOHHF) is a nonprofit organization that provides artistic opportunities for girls &...

Lotus Music and Dance
Lotus Music & Dance is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization founded in 1989 by master Bharata Natyam dancer Kamala Cesar...

Nai-Ni Chen Dance Company, Inc.
Bridging the grace of Asian elegance and American dynamism, the Nai-Ni Chen Dance Company is a premier provider of innovative...

nora chipaumire
Born in Mutare, Zimbabwe and based in NYC, nora chipaumire has been challenging and embracing stereotypes of Africa and the...

Oxana Chi & Ensemble Xinren
Oxana Chi is a Nigerian-German dancer-choreographer, curator, filmmaker, and a 2017-2018 Artist-in-Residence at the
Pelenakeke (Keke) Brown
I identify as a disabled, afakasi Samoan, queer immigrant dancer, writer and artist originally from Aotearoa, New Zealand...

Pontus Lidberg
In just a few short years Swedish choreographer, filmmaker and dancer, Pontus Lidberg firmly established himself as a creative...
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